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European Women at War (1914-1918)
MIRELA CHIOVEANU
"The Great War allowed Women 
to stand on their own feet."
J e a n  COX
Few events in modern history fascinate the West European reader as much as 
the Great War of 1914-1918. Though continuously reprocessed and reinterpreted 
by scholars, the "Armageddon of our times" remains ostensibly obscured1. De­
spite the significant variety of theoretical approaches, perspectives, and compre­
hensive narratives little is still known, in general lines, about World War I in 
Eastern Europe2. In this sense, the case of Romania is in many respects the most 
representative. Worst, recent surveys indicate that Romanians do not know much 
about this episode of their modern history, and the Great War at large3.
Over the last century, Romanian historians approached the Great War from a 
traditional, meaning political and military history, and limited by national ideol­
ogy, perspective. With rare exceptions, "Greater Romania" as an outcome repre­
sented the main, not to say exclusive, focal point4. Hence, despite the bulk of 
books and articles, the utmost centrality of the topic for the national saga made his­
torians ignore peculiar aspects such as the one proposed by the present study. Ex­
cept for several recent works, women are barely mentioned5. No wonder, as long 
as women history, history from below, and micro history are still marginalized by 
the Romanian historiographical mainstream.
Based on the case study of Romania, the present paper aims to sketch out in a 
combined European-national context the story of Romanian women caught in the 
turmoil of the events of 1916-1918. The icon of women as active participants in the 
war efforts and not only victims and passive out lookers is stressed as a critical is­
sue in general, and tested in the particular case of Romania. Decisively influenced 
by the work of Maria Bucur, Serban Rädulescu-Zoner, and Beatrice Marinescu in 
the case of Romania6, and by the work of Jay Winter, Claire M. Tylee, Susan R.
1 Jack ROTH (ed.), World War I: A Turning Point in Modern History, Alfred A. Knoff Inc., New 
York, 1967.
2 Jay WINTER, Geoffrey PARKER, Mary R. HABECK (eds.), The Great War and the Twentieth 
Century, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2000, pp. 4-5.
3 See Florin TURCANU, "Primul Räzboi Mondial a cäzut in uitare", Revista 22, XIX, no. 975, 
November 11, 2008.
4 Lucian BOIA, History and Myth in Romanian Consciousness, Central European University 
Press, Budapest, 2001, pp. 7-12.
5 Stephen A. FISCHER-GALATI, Rumania: A Bibliographic Guide, Library of Congress, 
Washington, 1963, p. 21. Professor Galati is the first to underline the absence of women in 
Romanian historical writings. The situation remained almost unchanged to the present.
6 Maria BUCUR, "Intre mituri, icoane si täceri: Femeile romane in primul räzboi mondial", 
in Mädälina NICOLAESCU (ed.), Cine suntem noi? Despre identitatea femeilor din Romania moderna, 
Editura Anima, Bucuresti, 1996; Serban RÄDULESCU-ZONER, Beatrice MARINESCU, Bucurestii 
in anii primului razboi mondial: 1914-1918, Editura Albatros, Bucuresti, 1993.
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Grayzel, and Gill Thomas in the case of Western Europe1, my intention is to go be­
yond the handful of already explored topics. Thus, my selection of themes and the 
interpretation that derives from it aims first to explore and then present in a syn­
thetic way various issues relating women experience with war, aspects that are of­
ten neglected or rapidly discarded.
The period from the early days to the aftermath of World War I is covered by 
the present study. Great events and women implications in war efforts in Western 
Europe are presented in general lines, as to indicate by means of asymmetric com­
parison2, and by recurring to established methodologies and historical narratives, 
how the Romanian case is similar to or substantially differs from other European 
cases. My intention when focusing on the interpretative framework and the cur­
rent state of knowledge in Western literature is to determine if proper to use simi­
lar methods of analysis and raise identical questions in order to understand the 
complexity of women's entanglements with war. This approach might lead to 
valuable insights, and helps me remove, though only from a very narrow perspec­
tive, the established canon and stereotypical images, as to place the Romanian 
case into a larger frame.
Several questions have to be addressed in the case of Romanian women, their 
implication and contribution to the First World War. A discussion on the place and 
role of women within society in the eve of the Great War never took place, despite 
the fact that several circumstances suggest that such an approach might clarify 
various aspects regarding the more general topic of Romania's experiences during 
the war. For example, the fact that at the turn of the 20th century Romanian tradi­
tional society placed women exclusively within their private/domestic sphere 
might explain why, after 1916, women's participation, rather marginal and unoffi­
cial, in the war efforts was not appraised at all by the politicians3.
A multidisciplinary investigation that includes qualitative types of analysis, 
my study aims to reconstruct the experiences of Romanian women during the 
Great War on the basis of accessible Romanian sources. The image of ordinary 
women in both the occupied zone and Moldavia comes under scrutiny. Real, mun­
dane, individual and collective problems, trauma, resentments, and huge materi­
als and human costs make my special interest.
1 Susan R. GRAYZEL, Women's Identities at War: Gender, Motherhood, and Politics in Britain and 
France during the First World War, The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill and London, 
1999; Gill THOMAS, Life on all Fronts: Women in the First World War, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1989; Claire M. TYLEE, The Great War and Women's Consciousness: Images o f Militarism 
and Womanhood in Women's Writings, 1914-64, The MacMillan Press Ltd., London, 1990; Jay WINTER, 
The Great War and the British People, Pandora Press, London, 1986. See also Gail BRAYBON, Penny 
SUMMERFIELD, Out o f the Cage: Women's Experiences in Two World Wars, Pandora Press, London, 
1987; David MITCHELL, Women on the Warpath: The Story o f Women o f the First World War, 
Jonathan Cape, London 1965; Angela K. SMITH (ed.), Women's Writing of the First World War: An 
Anthology, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 2000.
2 Jurgen KOCKA, "Asymmetric Historical Comparison: The case of the German Sonderweg", 
History & Theory, vol. 38, no. 7-10, 1999, pp. 47-49. This method, though risky, is to widen horizons 
and motivate empirical research as to uncover initially one-sided or distorted assumptions and 
interim results.
3 Between 1916-1918, several press campaigns conducted by officials in Iasi, the capital of 
Moldavia, now the only territory controlled by Romanian authorities, appealed women by means 
of nationalism. For Romanian women the most important duty was to educate their children in a 
patriotic spirit. Hence, Motherhood constituted their single virtue. See Cecilia CUTESCU-STORCK, 
Fresca unei vieti, Editura Bucovina, Bucuresti, 1943, pp. 307-323.
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One major topic is largely addressed by the present paper, namely World War I. 
A turning point and a moment of crisis that generated not only political and mili­
tary changes but also the upheaval of traditional institutions and norms, the ero­
sion of old values, the reconfiguration of public and private spaces, the war is 
approached as an ideal-type and meant to help me prefigure the object of study1. 
My analysis focuses on the way World War foster social change and generated 
huge expectations at different levels in West European societies2. In addition, the 
Ro ma nian case comes under scrutiny. The distinction between West and East, core 
and periphery, are analyzed from the perspective of war, and women.
By and large, my paper includes two parts. The first, which is a short, sketchy 
and somewhat idealized overview of the Great War3 in Europe, especially in the 
West, concentrates on the "home front"4. Taking into account that the war years 
fundamentally changed the character of the European societies, as well as Europe's 
relation with the rest of the world, making impossible the reconstruction of Europe 
and the restoration of her prestige on a pre-1914 basis, my focus is on the real prob­
lems and changes that occurred behind the front line. During the war, states, as 
well as women, tried to maintain an uneasy balance between preserving the exist­
ing situation on one hand, and fastening changes on the other, so that women 
could temporarily join men in sustaining their nations at war. The real implication 
of women in the war efforts offered them a major argument in changing their role 
from spectators into active actors of the public and political scene.
The events of 1914-1918 represented for Romania, as reflected at the level of 
public and political discourse, the occasion to accomplishing the unification of all 
Romanian territories, and thus create "Greater Romania". The enthusiasm of the 
entire Romanian population following the short campaign of the Romanian army 
in Transylvania is the best and most convincing testimony in this sense. However, 
during the war, the Romanian state and society had to face real and often unbear­
able problems: an unprepared army, an inefficient medical system, huge human 
loses and so on; with serious and immediate consequences. The second part recon­
structs the general picture of silent feminine actors on both sides of the front line, 
ac tors who contributed and even sacrificed their lives during the war, often with­
out asking for any material or moral compensation, nonetheless trying desper­
ately to face the challenges of everyday life. No attention is given to Queen Marie, 
"Mama Ränitilor" (The Mother of all Wounded)5, and to Ecaterina Teodoroiu, the 
soldier-woman6, the only vivid icons of Romanian women to the Romanian collec-
1 See Sandra HALPERIN, War and Social Change in Modern Europe. The Great Transformation 
Revisited, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004.
2 Jay WINTER, Geoffrey PARKER, Mary R. HABECK (eds.), The Great War.. .cit., pp. 22-25.
3 The term "First World War" was coined in 1921 by a sarcastic officer and journalist, Charles 
A'Court Repington. See Charles A'Court REPINGTON, The First World War, 1914-1918, 2 vols., 
London, 1921. Colonel Repington was the military correspondent of the Times daily. Most histo­
rians and journalists used at the time and in the aftermath of the conflict the term "The Great 
War", "La Grande Guerre", "La Grande Guerra".
4 Susan R. GRAYZEL, 'Women's Identities at W a r .cit., p. 11.
5 Lucian BOIA, History and M y t h .cit., p. 208.
6 See E. GROZEA, Sublocotenentul Ecaterina Teodoroiu, Editura Militarä, Bucuresti, 1982. See 
also Victor ATANASIU, Ion M. OPREA (eds.), Romania in primul räzboi mondial, Editura Militarä, 
Bucuresti, 1979; Constantin KIRITESCU, Istoria räzboiului pentru intregirea Romaniei, 1916-1919, 
vol. 1-3, Bucuresti, 1925.
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tive memory of the First World War. Retelling their story would be useless, and 
only to generate disproportions that would render my analysis floppy.
To this day the Great War remains a territory of vivid debates. Scholars still 
dispute its causes, its character, and its legacies. The war of 1914-1918 is in many 
ways unprecedented: never had so many nations been involved; never had a war 
absorbed so much the resources of the combatants nor left them so exhausted; and 
never had the slaughter been of such magnitude and so senseless. It was also the 
first war to affect and involve the entire civilian population. Women participated 
in this total war in many ways, many more than history books usually suggest, 
and their lives were greatly altered by it. Yet, in the aftermath, little or no room 
was made to them by historians. There were, to be sure, occasional anecdotes 
about life behind the lines, but serious attention was focused elsewhere, on the 
war's causes, aims and costs, as well as on military strategies and tactics. Economi­
cal and political approaches predominated in works ranging from the Carne gie 
series1 to Georges-Henri Soutou's work L'Or et le Sang2. Only recently, social his­
tory took note of women presence and contribution to the war effort3. So did wo­
men history, which, being deeply influenced by the feminist movements of the 
1960s and 1970s was rather interested in linking war with the process of women's 
emancipation, therefore offering fairly enthusiastic answers4. War undermined 
the existing order, indicating that warfare is no longer an exclusive male activity. 
Working in ammunition factories, as streetcar conductors, serving as nurses and 
auxiliaries in the Army, women took responsibility, enjoyed a brand new type of 
social mobility and became self-confident. In Great Britain their contribution to 
the war effort earned official recognition by the Women's War Work Subcommittee of 
the Imperial War Museum. In France and Germany women had to content them­
selves with the unofficial honors bestowed by organizations such as L'Effort Fe­
minin, which promoted an often uncritical view of their wartime role. In the 1970s, 
when British historians interviewed British women who participated in the war 
effort, nearly all of them expressed a sense of liberation and retrospective pride. 
"Out of the cage" was a sentiment often voiced in interviews with researchers 
from the Imperial War Museum and the Museum o f Southampton5.
1 In the 1920s the Carnegie Foundation fo r  International Peace and Yale University Press start pu­
blishing an extensive series of studies concerning the economic and social history of the First 
World War.
2 Georges-Henri SOUTOU, L'Or et le sang: les buts de guerre economiques de la Premiere Guerre 
mondiale, Fayard, Paris, 1989.
3 For France see Jean-Jacques BECKER, 1914: comment les Franqais sont entres dans la guerre, 
Presses de la Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, Paris, 1977; IDEM, Les Franqais dans la 
Grande Guerre, Robert Laffont, Paris, 1980; Antione PROST, Les Anciens Combattants et la societe fran- 
qaise, Presses de la Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, Paris, 1977. On Germany and Great 
Britain, see Gerald D. FELDMAN, Army, Industry and Labor in Germany, 1914-1918, Berg Publishers, 
Oxford, 1992; Jürgen KOCKA, Facing Total War: Germany Society, 1914-1918, Berg Publishers Ltd., 
UK, 1984; Arthur MARWICK, The Deluge: British Society and the First World War, The Bodley Head, 
London, 1965; Jay WINTER, The Great War... cit.; Richard WALL, Jay WINTER (eds.), The Upheaval of 
War: Family, Work, and Welfare in Europe, 1914-1918, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1988.
4 David MITCHELL, Women on the Warpath: The Story o f the Women o f the First World War, 
Jonathan Cape, London, 1966; Arthur MARWICK, Women at War, 1914-1918, Fontana Paperbacks, 
London, 1977.
5 Gail BRAYBON, Penny SUMMERSFIELD, Out o f the Cage: Women's Experiences in Two 
World War, Pandora Press, London, 1987.
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When war broke out in Europe in the summer of 1914, though initially shoc­
ked by the event, most civilians soon gave way to enthusiasm -  which was more 
prevalent in urban than in rural areas, and more common among men that wo- 
men1. Europeans were mentally prepared for it. In French schools the memory of 
the humiliating peace treaty and lost provinces at the end of the Franco-Prussian 
War of 1870-1871 was kept alive. Germany, proud of her economic success, and 
convinced by the superiority of her civilization, initiated the war as to conquer ter­
ritories from the "barbaric" Russian Empire and defeat an "effeminate" France2. 
Eve ry where, in all bel lig erent countries, the departure of troops on the front was 
accompanied by wholehearted patriotic mass demonstrations. The war was de­
fined in almost all European countries as a great national endeavor and a revolu­
tionary and modernizing experience.
Soon after hostilities started it became clear for governments and civil ians alike 
that war would not end soon. Mounting difficulties were brought up by the huge 
material and human costs triggered by war. Civilians were mobilized, women in­
cluded, to back the war efforts. Slogans such as "Ladies, your country need you!" 
promoted by recruiting posters and in public speeches, often issued within femi­
nists circles3. On August 7, 1914, the French government appealed to French wo­
men, especially to peasant women, whose services the government believed were 
urgently needed in farm fields abandoned by their husbands, enlisted in the army:
"Rise up, women and children of France, daughters and sons of the na­
tion. Take the place in the field of labor of those who are now on the field of 
battle. Be ready to show them, very soon now, the cultivated land, the com­
pleted harvest, and the seeded fields! In these grave hours no toil is insig nifi- 
cant. W hatever serves the count ry is great. Arise! To act ion! To work! 
Tomorrow there will be glory enough for every one"4.
With no sign of a clear victor ahead, and a stagnant front stretching over five 
hundred miles, all illusory hopes dissipated. Lethal battles devoured men and am­
munitions, and new weapons, increasingly sophisticated and deadly, were quick 
into service. Governments set up agencies to supervise the transformation of na­
tional arsenals and private factories into a centralized, modern warfare industry. 
Minds and bodies alike were mobilized as war was fought on two fronts: the bat­
tle front, and the home front. Combat was exclusively for men -  in four and a half 
years, 8 million men, more than 60 percent of the workforce, were mobilized in 
France, 13 million in Germany, and 5.7 million in Great Britain - , whereas women 
had to replace them at home, fighting the war behind the lines. In France, where 
there were already 7.7 million women (includ ing 3.5 million pay san nes) working 
prior to 1914, the mobilization of women was largely ad hoc. Often, soldiers were re­
placed at jobs by members of their family: wife, daughter, or sister. Although this 
practice was rare in industry, it was very common in trading, banks, transportations
1 Fran^oise THEBAUD, "The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", in IDEM (ed.), 
A History of Women in The West, vol. 5, The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
1994, pp. 24-25.
2 Jürgen REULECKE, "Männerbund versus the Family: Middle-class Youth Movements and 
the Family in the Period of the First World War", in Richard WALL, Jay WINTER (eds.), The 
Upheaval o f War... cit., pp. 439-451.
3 Quoted in Arthur MARWICK, Women at W ar..cit., p. 27.
4 Fran^oise THEBAUD, “The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", cit., pp. 27-28.
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and some governmental agencies. France had its financieres (bank ladies) and 
cheminottes (railway ladies)1. Conversely, in ammunitions factories, women were 
rarely hired, only when employers run out of male personnel. However, with late 
1915, Etienne Clementel, the minister of commerce, and Albert Thomas, the social­
ist minister of arma ment, urged in dus tri al ists to hire women whenever it was 
possible. High wages offered by wartime factories, and the real need to find jobs, 
attracted numerous women. From 1915 to 1918 some 400 000 women, one-quarter 
of the total labor force, worked in war industries2.
In Germany, women were progressively mobilized in war industry. At first, 
their contribution was minor and sporadic, but recruitment was intensified and 
centralized in the last part of the war, when the economy was organized in a mili­
tary way, and the government realized that victory can not be achieved unless 
women were part of the war effort. Thus, the General Groener's Kriegsamt (The War 
Office) established a Frauenreferat (Department for Women) responsible with re­
cruitment, and a Frauenarbeitszentrale (Central Office for Women's Labor) which 
was responsible for the welfare of women workers. By early 1918 these depart­
ments hired around 1000 women. Mobilization led to an increase number of wo­
men working in metal, electrical, and chemical industries. But the contribution of 
German women to the war effort included more than this. Clothing makers were 
put, especially in the Black Forest area, to manufacture ammu ni tions; cor set-mak­
ers made tents and mess kits; and women who had never worked before were gi­
ven jobs as well -  making gas masks, socks, rucksacks, and even uniforms.
In England, women recruitment was accelerated by conscriptions campaigns 
endorsed, with December 1916, by the government. Excellent cooperation among 
the government, unions3, and employers was fostered as to win the war. On the ba­
sis of agreements between government and unions, women first replaced men in 
commercial establishments and offices, where the unions were forceless and work 
was considered respectable. Later on, they moved into other branches, and indus­
try. Although the attitude in Britain was in general more hostile toward women la­
bor than in France, statistics indicate an increasing number of hired women between 
July 1914 (5.9 million) and November 1918 (7.3 million)4. England also stands out in 
another respect: it was the first country that established a Women's Army Auxiliary 
Corps (WAAC) in the spring of 19175. By November 1918, WAAC enlisted some 
40 000 women, out of which 8 500 were sent overseas to cook, clean, assist priests, 
type, and drive Ambulances and Army trucks, but not fight. The history of this unit
1 Patrick FRIDENSON (ed.), The French Home Front: 1914-1918, Berg Publishers, Oxford, 1992.
2 The number of women employed in industry and commerce did not exceed the prewar 
levels until 1916, and only by the end of 1917 women employment reached its highest level. At 
that time, women accounted for 40% of the total labor-force, compared with 32% before the war. 
See Fran^oise THEBAUD, "The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", cit., p. 30.
3 The second decade of the twentieth century, especially the wartime years, registered a peak 
of British trade unionism. Union leaders and government cooperated in implementing social and 
economic reforms. In 1917, the unions were granted the authority to issue labor cards entitling the 
bearer to exemption from military service. In return, the unions accepted the principle of "dilu­
tion", according to which skilled workers called under arms could be replaced by semiskilled or 
unskilled employees, and the principle of "substitution", which permitted women to find a job in 
many branches of industries. See Alastair REID, "The Impact of the First World War on British 
Workers", in Richard WALL, Jay WINTER (eds.), The Upheaval o f  War.. .cit., pp. 221-233.
4 See Gill THOMAS, Life on All F ro n ts .cit., p. 9.
5 See Susan R. GRAYZEL, Women's Identities at W ar..cit.
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is an indicator of just how difficult it was for the men, both civilians and military, to 
imagine and accept women near the front line, side by side with the soldiers1.
During the Great War, women were also active with the Red Cross and other 
charitable organizations. For women coming from middle and upper classes, famil­
iar with charity work, the war was a period of feverish service. The charitable or­
ganizations, patronized by Queen Mary of Great Britain and by the Crown Princess 
of Sweden, Margaret, helped collect ing funds, clothing, bandages, medicine, and 
so on; that were very much needed on the front. Overwhelmed by the huge num­
bers of wounded, hospitals accepted thousands of volunteers -  more that 70 000 in 
France, compared with 30 000 paid staff2. Some of these women were assigned to 
auxiliary hospitals, while others drove ambulances, and a few were even sent to 
the front -  the French were more hesitant in this respect than the British. In the 
case of Great Britain, more that 25 000 women went to work on the front, on three 
continents -  Europe, Asia, and Africa - , as nurses and doctors, ambulance drivers, 
in army canteens and recreations clubs3. Many died of bombs or epidemics, others 
returned home safely, with medals and touching stories to tell. Media praised wo­
men efforts as nurses, less as soldiers and workers in factories. Yet, officially, to the 
end of the war, women supreme self-sacrifice consisted in the death of their sons on 
the battle camp, for the nation and the Fatherland. Needless to say that their con­
tinuous battle with daily challenges rarely made the attention of the authorities4.
What happened to the families of those who went to war? All belligerent gov­
ernments, except the United States government, introduced what the British gov­
ernment called "separation allowances", which were paid to legitimate wives as 
well as concubines, and varied in amount according to the number of children. The 
British allowance, paid from the early days to the end of the war, was somewhat 
generous, slightly higher in fact than the average wage of a single woman. France 
and Germany persisted in viewing these payments as a form of welfare, and thus 
kept the amounts at a low level. Once women were regularly receiving their separa­
tion allowance they met other problems. In England, bishops, magistrates, and or­
ganizations such as the Catholic Women's League accused soldiers' and sailors' wives 
of spending their allowance on drinking, and neglecting their children:
"In  many cases the money being paid to soldiers' and sailors' depend­
ants is being shockingly and shamefully wasted. Many families go dinner- 
less on Mondays because the women who have drawn the Govern ment 
money remain in the public house from 11am till late in the afternoon"5.
Both soldiers' and sailors' wives tried to prove that the accusations were false. 
One hundred and forty-eight branches of the National Society for the Prevention of
1 Marylin Shevin-COETZEE, Frans COETZEE, World War I and European Society, Boston 
University Press, Massachusetts, 1995, pp. 160-177. During the war only the Russian army had a 
special, women made, Death Battalion.
2 Fran^oise THEBAUD, "The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", cit., p. 41.
3 Gill THOMAS, Life on All Fronts.. .cit., pp. 30-36.
4 "My daughter went out at 7am to the Maypole Dairy Co. shop and after waiting till 10.30 am 
was turned away without any margarine, came home chilled to the bone besides losing her educa­
tion." Workers' Dreadnought [a weekly newspaper of the East London Federation of Suffragettes, 
edited by Sylvia Pankhurst]; quoted in Gill THOMAS, Life on All F ro n ts .cit., p. 20.
5 Theophilus SIMPSON, "The Underworld of Manchester", in Wartime, 1915; quoted in 
Ibidem, p. 28.
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Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) investigated the case. They found out that women 
had not spent their separation allowances on drinking. Yet, the government de­
cided to act upon rumors of drunkenness. It asked the police, schools and charita­
ble institutions to oversee the servicemen's wives. If the police was to find these 
women drunk more that once, they were to loose their separation allowances. 
Some middle and upper class women also paid attention to this issue, and set up 
clubs for the working class wives of soldiers and sailors. These clubs were to en­
courage women not to go to pubs. Instead women could read, write letters, or dis­
cuss their current problems. The organizers also gave lectures on cooking, hygiene, 
and childcare, activities that were not very popular among working class women. 
However, women went to the clubs to meet each other, talk about their anxieties, 
and share their worries for the beloved ones.
The toll of military casualties in World War I is staggering: nearly nine million 
dead. Serbia lost a quarter of its troops, while France sacrificed 1.3 million of its 
men, 10% of the active male population and more than 3% percent of the total 
population. Germany lost 1.8 million men, almost 3% of its population, while Italy 
sacrificed around 750 000 soldiers, most of them young. Romania lost one out of 
four soldiers, and 10% of the prewar population. In the case of Great Britain more 
than 6 million men, 28% of the male population went to war; 1.7 million were 
wounded and almost 730 000 killed. Military operations decimated the troops but 
spared the life of civilians, in the West, where the front was quickly stabilized. Air 
bombings killed 1,500 in England, and 600 in Paris. Nearly all women knew some­
one who fought the war and was mutilated or killed. The burden was not only 
physical but also emotional1. Moreover, dramatic situations occurred in the occu­
pied zones. German invasion brought its share of atrocities, including the destruc­
tion of villages, executions of hostages, the confiscation of supplies, labor camps 
where civilians were forced to work. There were situations when women were 
raped and brutalized by soldiers2. Starvation and diseases were but two other mes­
sengers of the Apocalypse: in Germany approximately 700 000 civilians (urban 
families with many children, living on fixed incomes, were the most vulnerable) 
died of malnu tri tion3; typhus, and with the end of war Spanish Influ enza wiped 
millions throughout Europe, particularly young men and women. Therefore, un­
surprisingly, in Western Europe, women also decided to fight against war.
Pacifist manifestations occurred in almost all belligerent countries. Even a 
World Congress was organized in Hague, in 1915; 1136 women from 12 different 
countries, out of which 5 were at war, met to discuss how war can be brought to 
an end. They came from Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Great 
Britain, Hungary, Italy, the Nederland, Norway, Sweden, and the United States. 
The women at the Congress called for the set up of an international organi za tion 
called The League for Permanent Peace. They adopted twenty resolutions, including 
an immediate ceasefire, solutions for a lasting peace, the introduction of peace 
education in schools, women right to vote, and so on. They also decided to send 
peace messengers to the governments of the countries at war as well as to the neu­
trals, including the United States. Yet, pacifism barely registered real success as
1 Susan R. GRAYZEL, Women's Identities at W a r .cit., p. 34.
2 Ibidem, p. 41.
3 Richard WALL, "English and German Families and the First World War, 1914-1918", in 
Richard WALL, Jay WINTER (eds.), The Upheaval o f W a r .  cit., pp. 43-105.
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most Europeans, women included, sided with the governments and the national­
istic mainstream.
Femi nism was another movement that attempted to benefit from the situa­
tion created by war. Clothed up in the formula of "patri otic femi nism"1, it was in 
fact but another expression of women's aspiration for political rights, for, as one 
English suffragette put it "the right to vote for heroines as well as heroes". This 
"campaign", which began prior to 1914, was in some cases successful. In the United 
States president Woodrow Wilson formally announced his support for the Nine­
teenth Amendment, which was passed on the 10th of January 1918 by the House of 
Representative. The Senate passed the amendment in June 1918, and over the next 
fourteen month it was ratified by thirty-six states. In Great Britain, the war af­
fected the suffrage issue only indirectly, by way of impact on the overall political 
situation. The need for sweeping electoral reform became a major issue within Brit­
ish politics and political system, whose residential and property qualifications, as 
well as its exclusion of women made it look completely undemocratic. On Febru­
ary 6, 1918 the British Parliament voted the law which conferred the right to vote 
to all men and women over the age of thirty. In France the Committee on Univer­
sal Suffrage also chose a minimum voting age of thirty when, after much hesita­
tion, it finally presented the Dussaussoy voting reform bill to the Chamber of 
Deputies in May 1919. Although the Chamber passed the bill, the Senate refused 
even to consider it and finally let it "die". In November 1922, senators justified 
their decision saying that women had no place in the political arena, and, para­
doxically as it may seem, the left Radical Party expressed its fear that women's 
vote might prove conservative. In Central Europe, following the collapse of the 
Empires, reformist liberals and socialists uphold the idea of granting women the 
right to vote as a way of preventing a proletarian social revolution, and in order to 
enforce political democratization. In Germany for example women were granted 
political rights on November 30th, 1918. During the war German women had been 
thanked for their work with a day of homage (the Frauensonntag of June 1915) 
and a congratulatory telegram from Marshal Hindenburg to Gertrude Bäumer on 
September 1917. The Kaiser promised in his Easter message of 1917 to grant his 
subjects a greater role in politics, but the Reichstag twice proclaimed its belief that 
the role of women should be limited to kuche, kinder, kirsche. Russia represented a 
special case. After the abdication of the Tsar, the Kerenski provisional government 
granted women the right to vote and hold office on July 20, 19172. In Romania 
women had to wait for three more decades.
When the armistice was announced on November 11, 1819, the war "left 
Europe prostrate and America triumphant"3. The defeated German and Aus­
tria-Hungary empires soon dismembered. The victorious France, Great Britain, 
and Italy, suffered serious trauma. The civilian looses were tremendous and over 
nine million soldiers died during the war. Millions of survivors, with their physi­
cal and psychic traumas, had to be reintegrated into civil life.
1 Fran^oise THEBAUD, "The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", cit., p. 63.
2 Fran^oise NAVAILH, "The Soviet Model", in Fran^oise THEBAUD (ed.), A History o f 
Women in the W e s t .cit., p. 227. For a good analysis of women's situation in Russia at the begin­
ning of the twentieth century, see Sheila FITZPATRICK, Yuri SLEZKINE (eds.), In the Shadow of 
Revolution: Life Stories o f Russian Women from 1917 to the Second World War, Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, 2000.
3 Fran^oise THEBAUD, "The Great War and the Triumph of Sexual Division", cit., p. 66.
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For women, the armistice brought an end to a period of social mobil ity and 
financial independence. Motherhood was once more stressed, and all women 
were asked to return home and concentrate on their traditional occupation for the 
good of their families and nations. Some refused, but others, tired by years of ef­
forts and loneliness, accepted. The postwar period witnessed marriages in un­
precedented numbers. There was a veritable rush to return to private life, to an 
existence centered on family and children.
Women condition changed, with the Great War sometimes obstructing, yet 
often accelerating it. Change varied with country, age, and social class. War did 
little when it comes to divi sion of labor by sex as it turned employers more reluc­
tant than ever when it came to hiring women. From 1921 till 1968, except for the 
ag ri cul tural sec tor, fe male employment decreased with every year, except for 
19461. In Great Britain persistent unemployment followed a similar trend between 
the two wars. However, working conditions for domestic services improved. The 
col lapse of sweatshop and cottage work in the textile industry increased the per­
centage of female workers in light industries. Moreover, the tertiary sector (com­
merce, banking, public service, and service professions) became the main employer 
of women. In France women obtained equal access to secondary and higher educa­
tion. Engineering and business schools were opened to women during the war; 
baccalaureate for women was instituted in1919, allowing them to enter universi­
ties; and in 1924 differences in the secondary schools curricula, for boys and girls, 
were eliminated. This feminization of the tertiary sector made possible for young 
women of the middle-classes to aspire to professional careers. They were therefore 
the principal beneficiaries of the war, and many of them were aware that their li­
ves no longer resembled the lives of their mothers.
Hard to say if the First World War represented a "revolution" in women's his­
tory. Without claiming that I approached and analyzed all aspects of the problem, 
I can only point to the testimonies that indicate that the Great War changed irre­
versibly women's status, their place and role within society, their self-perception. 
As Claire M. Tylee explained:
"A t the beginning of the Great War women were encouraged to stay at 
home, and to leave war, a  masculine concern, to men. M any women did no 
such thing. The war represented an opportunity for 'adventure' for many 
women. They used it to escape domes tic restric tion. Through war-work of a 
myriad different kind, which women volunteered for and originated for 
themselves, they showed imitative and discipline and they gained self-re­
spect and respect from other women. If women became a mutual admiration 
society, it was about time somebody gave women the confi dence and encour­
agement to behave like people, not toys"2.
Unlike Western historiography, the Romanian one, focusing exclusively on po- 
liti cal de ci sions and military campaigns, on Great Deeds and even Greater Achieve- 
ments3, made no room for women within the teleological organized saga of the
1 J.L. ROBERT, "Women and Work in France during the First World War", in Richard WALL, 
Jay WINTER (eds.), The Upheaval o f W a r .  cit., pp. 251-266.
2 Claire M. TYLEE, The Great War and Women's Consciousness ...cit., pp. 252-253.
3 See Constantin KIRITESCU, Istoria räzboiului pentru intregirea Romaniei...cit.; Pamfil 
SEICARU, La Roumanie dans la Grande Guerre, Minard, Paris, 1968; Victor ATANASIU, Ion M. 
OPREA (eds.), Romania in primul räzboi mondial... cit.; Constantin NUTU, Romania in anii neutralitätii,
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"War for National Reunification". With the exception of Queen Marie and Ecaterina 
Teodoroiu they are barely mentioned or depicted in literature and arts. Till recently, 
the daily sufferings, anxieties, and expectations of the unknown were obliterated.
The second part of my paper attempts to answer several basic questions such 
as: what happened to the Romanian women during the war?; was that period any­
thing else than a time of sufferings and hindrances for them all?; did upper class 
women help ordinary women to survive and surpass the diffi cul ties brought by 
two long years of war?; did Romanian authorities adopted special measures as to 
help the families of mobilized soldiers?; did women succeeded in breaking through 
the domestic barriers imposed by a traditional society?; did the First World War, in 
its aftermath, represented a "turning point" for Romanian women?
Romania did not enter the war in 1914. Two long years of neutrality and dip­
lomatic negotiations with the Entente were needed for the government to declare 
war on the Central Powers1. However, Romania was also affected by the war from 
the very beginning. Neutrality could not protect the Romanian economy from the 
tremendous impact of the war. All its branches were affected. An underdeveloped 
industry, and the absence of skilled workers, forced Romania to look for external 
help and seek for military equipment from abroad. Moreover, disturbances in in­
ternational and domestic trade contributed to a significant increase of unemploy­
ment and a decrease of wages2. Agriculture was also negatively affected once the 
traditional markets were closed3. Increased taxation affected peasants, who were 
forced to sell land as to pay debts. The general mobilization of April 1915 was but 
to worse the situation. In most cases, men were replaced by women, who were 
now forced to take care of home and children and also work the field. The absence 
of their husbands, sons, and fathers added a sudden and often unbearable surplus 
of responsibilities for women.
The Romanian government somewhat managed to mentally prepare the popu­
lation for the war. What it failed to achieve within two years of neutrality was to 
transform a peacetime economy and administration into warfare ones. Women 
were not encouraged to find jobs and work in industry, administration, public ser­
vices, as to replace the now absent male labor force. Allowances were not granted 
to women lacking financial support once men went to war. Severe shortages of 
public funds, nonetheless ignorance and indifference from the part of the authori­
ties were to put the majority of female popula tion, mainly housewives, in impos si- 
bility to take care of their families. This problem was even more acute in urban 
areas, where survival depended on incomes.
Romanians welcomed enthusiastically the beginning of military hostilities 
against Austria-Hungary on August 28,1916: "From now on we havejust one goal:
Editura Stiintificä, Bucuresti, 1972; M.N. POPA, Primul razboi mondial. 1914-1918, Editura Stiin­
tificä, Bucuresti, 1979; Emil RACILA, Contributii privind lupta romanilor pentru apararea patriei in 
primul razboi mondial, 1916-1918, Editura Enciclopedicä, Bucuresti, 1981. For a similar approach in 
Western literature see R.W. SETON-WATSON, Roumania and the Great War, Constable and Company 
Limited, London, 1915; also Charles Upson CLARK, United Romania, Arno Press & The New York 
Times, New York, 1971.
1 Keith HITCHINS, Romania, 1866-1947, Romanian transl. by G.G. Potra and D. Räzdolescu, 
Humanitas, Bucuresti, 1994, pp. 281-283.
2 In the case of Bucharest, figures indicate a decrease with 30% of the number of workers.
3 In 1883, when Romania joined the Central Powers, her economy was strongly tied, not to 
say dependent, on the economy of Austria-Hungary and Germany.
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to win, no matter the sacrifices, because to win means to achieve the national ide- 
al"1. The mood was optimistic, even among socialists, though the army2, the infra­
structure, and the society at large were totally unprepared3. As many noti fied, the 
sanitary service was mobilized only four days after war was declared. Medical per­
sonnel and medicines were insufficient4.
From the first days of war the Romanian authorities declared "a state of emer- 
gency"5. Unfortunately, most civilians did not take war seriously. The presence of 
Zeppelins on the sky of Bucharest was for many a spectacle. Not even real air raids 
were to convince them enter into shelters, and many women, men, and children 
were wounded and killed at the beginning6. Soon, victims of the military cam­
paign and of the air raids overflowed the hospitals. These hospitals were organ­
ized by the Red Cross in cities, at the initiative of middle and upper class women. 
Due to war circumstances new campaign hospitals were organized in high schools 
and asylums. Sabina Cantacuzino and Pia Alimänestianu (sisters of Prime Minis­
ter, Ionel I.C. Brätianu), Severa Sihleanu, Maria Moruzi, Eliza Brätianu, Elena 
Pherekyde, Lisette Corbescu, Eliza Filipescu, Elena Poenaru Cäplescu, Cella De- 
lavrancea and her sisters, Elena Catargiu, Natalia Vlädoianu, are but few who 
worked with the Red Cross7. Many other organized charity events, collecting 
money, food, and clothing for poor families. With December 1916, now in "exile" 
in Iasi, the Romanian government decided to support such activities. Teachers 
and students were mobi lized to collect food, blankets, socks, medicine, and ciga­
rettes for the front. Yet, nothing was done as to ensure the necessary number of 
qualified nurses. Thus, in many hospitals nurses were in many cases women who 
offered voluntarily to help the medical personnel. For many, this was a social fash­
ion with no serious and practical motivation. Therefore, they were of no help 
when it came to take care of wounded soldiers8.
1 Adevärul, XXIV, no. 10573, August 29, 1916.
2 On the eve of the 1916 campaign, the Romanian army had 19 843 officers, 813 758 soldiers 
and 281 210 horses. The main problem consisted in the scarcity of military equipment. For exam­
ple, the Romanian armament industry produced every day only two shells for every gun, and 
one cartridge for every rifle. In this situation, the only solution was the acquisition of arms and 
munitions from Western Europe. See Keith HITCHINS, R om ania. cit., pp. 284-285.
3 Vasile T. CANCICOV, Impresiuni si päreri personale din timpul räzboiului Romaniei. Jurnal zil- 
nic 13 August 1916-31 Decembrie 1918, Atelierele Soc. "Universul", Bucuresti, 1921, pp. 134-135. 
Cancicov mentions the fact that immediately after the beginning of the military campaign, the 
capacity of almost all public services was seriously affected.
4 Constantin ARGETOIANU, Pentru cei de maine. Amintiri din vremea celor de ieri, vol. 3, 
Humanitas, Bucuresti, 1993, pp. 20-30; Alexandru MARGHILOMAN, Note politice, 1897-1924, 
vol. 1, Humanitas, Bucuresti, 1995, pp. 160-162; Vasile T. CANCICOV, Impresiuni si päreri perso­
nale... cit., pp. 63, 75.
5 In Bucharest emergency measures were imposed by the authorities to prevent bombing 
casualties. See Adevärul, XXIX, no. 16573, August 29, 1916.
6 See Epoca, XXIII, no. 226, August 29, 1916; no. 230, September 2, 1916; no. 231, September 
3, 1916; no. 311, November 22, 1916; no. 313, November 24, 1916; Universul, XXXIV, no 311, 
November 22, 1916; no. 312, November 23, 1916; Adevärul, XXIX, no. 10654, November 17, 1916. 
Also Vasile T. CANCICOV, Impresiuni si päreri p erson a le .cit., pp. 68-70, 175.
7 See Pia ALIMÄNISTEANU, tnsemnäri din timpul ocupatiei germane: 1916-1918, Bucuresti, 
1929; Sabina CANTACUZINO, Din viata familiei I.C. Brätianu, vol. 2, Editura Albatros, Bucuresti, 
1996; I.G. DUCA, Amintiri politice, vol. 1, Expres, Bucuresti, 1992.
8 See Neli CORNEA, tnsemnäri din vremea räzboiului, Editura Libräriei H. Steinber & Fiul, 
Bucuresti, 1921, pp. 51-57.
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For the Romanian women at large, the above issues were totally irrelevant. 
Their only concerns were with daily problems. In the absence of husbands, sons, 
and fathers, now under arms, and unemployed -  because they had children, never 
worked before the war, nonetheless because of the Romanian work legislation, 
which never granted women permission to work unless their husbands agreed 
with - ,  most women were now dependent on state pensions. The Romanian legis­
lation stipulated that the salary of state employees could be transferred to their 
families during the period of military service. That represented a solution for a 
small number of families1. For the rest, the situation was extremely difficult. The 
wives of workers from the private sector did not benefit from this legis la tion. The 
same was the case of ex-wives. Therefore many ordinary women were forced to 
beg or borrow food, clothes, coal and wood from reach families and eat at social 
canteens, which offered them a daily meal. The worse was to come with typhus 
and cholera, which increased the toll of victims, mainly women and children2. Ironi­
cally, in many respects, those who decided to flee to Moldavia as to escape occupa­
tion suffered more than those who decided to stay.
Within months after going to war, Romanians were to realize that the dream 
of a rapid victory was fading away. Defeated, panicked and demor al ized, the Ro­
manian government and the army decided to retreat to Moldavia3. Several politi­
cians and public personalities, well known for their pro-German feelings, were 
asked to stay and run the occupied territory to the return of the legitimate govern 
at the end of war4. Civilians were advised to stay, endure, and hope. Yet, many de­
cided to follow the army:
"Thou sands of people wanted to leave, but the Manager's office did not 
have enough wagons, neither railway engines. All railway lines were blocked 
with military trains which brought troops from everywhere"5.
"A  lot of people ran away with carriages and cars, others, the most nu­
merous, walked. The Missions of Red Cross will leave Bucharest at 6  p.m.
And the Military Missions at 6.30 p.m ."6.
For many, the retreat was from the very beginning a deadly adventure. Cold 
weather, tiredness, the absence of food and shelter, finally diseases proved to be 
far more dangerous than the enemy.
Central Powers' troops entered Bucharest, on December 6, 1916. The same 
day, General Mustatä, the police prefect issued an emergency decree that induced 
panic among civil ians7. Many of them already were terrified at the idea that they
1 See Dezbaterile Adunärii Deputatilor, no. 13-15, December 18-20, 1914.
2 Epoca, XXIII, no. 294, November 5, 1916; no. 306, November 17, 1916; Universul, XXXIV, 
no. 306, November 17, 1916; Adevärul, XXIX, no. 10654, November 17, 1916. The youngest child of 
the Royal family, Mircea, was among the first victims of typhus. See I.G. DUCA, Amintiri politice, 
cit., vol. 1, p. 144.
3 Epoca, XXIII, no. 322, December 4, 1916; Universul, XXXIV, no. 325, December 4, 1916.
4 Lupu Kostache was nominated state secretary of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and ge­
neral A. Mustatä as the new chief of the police (prefect). Alexandru Tzigara-Samurcas was to re­
present the Romanian Royal Court in Bucharest. See Serban RÄDULESCU-ZONER, Beatrice 
MARINESCU, Bucurestii in anii primului räzboi m on d ia l.cit., pp. 106-107.
5 Constantin KIRITESCU, Istoria räzboiului pentru intregirea R om an iei.cit., vol. 2, pp. 316-317.
6 Vasile T. CANCICOV, Impresiuni si päreri p erson a le .cit., p. 196.
7 According to the census made by the Germans in January 1917, there were 39% male and 
61% female population in the occupied territories. See Serban RÄDULESCU-ZONER, Beatrice 
MARINESCU, Bucurestii in anii primului räzboi m on d ia l.cit., pp. 145-146.
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have been abandoned forever. The most frightened were the wounded soldiers 
whom the Romanian authorities could not evacuate in time, and who became pris­
oners. Women, now depending financially on the German authorities, making ef­
forts to survive, were traumatized by the total lack of information regarding 
husbands, sons and fathers on the Moldavian front or imprisoned in German 
POW labor camps. Severe regulations introduced by the German administration 
in the terrible winter of 1916-1917 further aggravated the situation:
"The winter is terrible and the crisis of fuel is alarming [...] People 
freeze in their houses; the hospitals do not have wood, the beds are crowded 
near a litile fireplace, surgery operations were suspended; from the city, 
more and more frozen people are brought [...] The population is hopeless.
They rummage after wood and other goods through ruins"1.
Soon, even the German authorities to admit the situation and take some 
measures:
"In  order to prevent similar cases, in which people are dying from freez­
ing, the German administration decided to create 'heating-rooms', were, dur­
ing the night, homeless people can shelter"2.
Starvation, due to small quotas, also led to unimaginable sufferings. Poor, 
hopeless women asked for help from the Romanian boieri who afford buying food 
and other goods from the black market. Other, moved to spontaneous street pro­
tests, asking for help, as it happened on March 27, 1917, being accused of pacifism, 
socialism, collaborationism with the Germans3. Raping, random brutality and bur­
glary perpetrated by Bulgarians, Turks, and Hungarians, forcing the German Com­
mand ment to impose severe regulations against such "devi at ing acts", can be 
added to this gruesome picture4.
Women of the Romanian elite also suffered, but in a different ways. Sabina 
Cantacuzino and Pia Alimänestianu, Lia Brätianu (the wife of Vintilä Brätianu), 
Maria Berindei, Elena Stoicescu, and many others were constantly harassed, and 
forced into compulsory residence. Automobiles, paintings, furniture and other 
valuables were confiscated from their houses. Their attitude was also different, 
marked by defiance5, despite the penalties coming from the German authori ties6. 
Maria Berindei, Pia Alimänestianu, Maria Serbescu, Vasilica Dobrescu, Florica 
Papp took active part in anti-Germans actions7. Despite permanent pressure and
1 See Constatin BACALBASA, Capitala sub ocupatia dusmanului, 1916-1918, Bucuresti, 1921, 
p. 69; V.N. DRAGHICEANU, 707 zile sub cultura pumnului german, Bucuresti, 1920, p. 50.
2 Gazeta Bucurestilor, XXXVIII, no. 69, February 21, 1917.
3 See Serban RADULESCU-ZONER, Beatrice MARINESCU, Bucurestii in anii primului razboi 
m on d ia l.cit., pp.153-156; Sabina CANTACUZINO, Din viata familiei I.C. B rätian u .cit., pp. 69-70; 
Maria BUCUR, "Intre mituri, icoane si täceri...cit.", p. 49.
4 Serban RADULESCU-ZONER, Beatrice MARINESCU, Bucurestii in anii primului räzboi 
m on dia l. cit., pp. 118-119.
5 Sabina CANTACUZINO, Din viata familiei I.C. B rätian u .cit., pp. 38-39, 57, 86, 197-199; Pia 
ALIMANISTEANU, tnsemnäri din timpul ocupatiei g erm an e .cit., pp. 37-39, 78, 94, 137-141.
6 Al. TZIGARA-SAMUCAS, Märturisiri silite, Bucuresti, 1922, p. 110; Gazeta Bucurestilor, 
XXXVIII, no. 139, May 20, 1917; no 142, May 23, 1917.
7 Alexandru MARGHILOMAN, Note p o lit ic e .c it . vol. 3, pp. 112-119, 129-130; Pia 
ALIMANISTEANU, tnsemnäri din timpul ocupatiei g erm an e .cit., pp. 109-111.
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German control, Alexandrina Cantacuzino, Zoe Ramniceanu, and Lisseta Gre- 
ceanu helped several wounded Roma nian officers, who could not follow the army 
during the retreat, to escape to Moldavia. The most famous case is that of Florin 
Rädulescu and Nicolae Tätäranu, two officers who escaped from a hospi tal with 
the help of Maria Ghika and Elisabeta Odobescu, who procured counterfeit pa­
pers for them1. In many other cases wounded soldiers and officers from hospitals 
and prisons were helped with money, food, cigarettes and clothing. True, there 
were also women of the Romanian elite, such as Martha Bibescu, Maria Bräiloiu, 
Marie-Nicole Darvari, Valentina Lahovary, and Alina Antipa, who never opposed, 
moreover collaborated with and enjoyed the German presence, only to be stigma­
tized in the aftermath of war.
In Moldavia, now the only area controlled by the Romanian authorities, the 
population faced even greater difficulties. War, diseases, shortages, and famine in­
discriminately killed tens of thousands of soldiers and civilians in the overcrowded 
city of Iasi and in other places. The political and military situation was so desperate 
that the authorities simply had to give up when it came to mundane social prob­
lems. Women and children were ignored, and their needs completely disregarded. 
Media dedicated several articles to this painful issue, some promises were made, 
yet only as to keep up the moral of the troops and population. At a practical level, 
none of the suggested measures were implemented by the government.
As many articles prove, journalists and politicians alike were aware of the way 
European governments managed to solve the social problems generated by war, 
mobilization, and displacement2. Unfortunately, at least when it comes to women 
and their participation to the war effort, the Western solution was non-practical. A 
combination of agrarian economy and traditional mentality that refused to associ­
ate women with large scale production was to hinder social mobil ity and change3. 
Mothers and wives, women managed to survive the war while working at best in 
agriculture and as domestic servants. When it comes to women participation to the 
war effort the only noticeable presence is that of nurses, working as volunteers in 
hospitals, asylums, canteens, and in the ambulance service on the front. Some, like 
Yvonne Cämäräsescu, were decorated for their bravery by King Ferdinand with 
"Steaua Romaniei", and other military and civil honors and medals.
In December 1918, with the return of the Royal family, the government, and 
the army to Bucharest, newspapers noted:
"A t Alba Iulia, today, is a great holiday, it is the saintly day of our na­
tion [ . ]  Today, at Alba Iulia, the Romanian people completed his great histori­
cal work, while we, here, into shepherd Bucur fortress, welcome the return of 
the great fighters for our freedom"4.
Victory, at the end of a total war, had its price. Human and mate rial loses on 
the front and at home totaled in the case of Romania 10% of the population and
1 N. RUSSU-ARDELEANU, Prizonier in tara ta. 8 luni in teritoriul ocupat. Dupä povestirile lt. 
Florin M. Rädulescu, Botosani, 1918, pp. 38-39.
2 Neamul Romanesc, no. 126, December 3, 1916; no. 106, April 21, 1917.
3 Nichifor CRAINIC, "Femeia Romanä", Neamul Romanesc, no. 154, November 18, 1917; 
Nicolae IORGA, "Grija ränitilor si a infirmilor", Neamul Romanesc, no. 152, January 1, 1917; IDEM., 
"Räzboiul nostru", Neamul Romanesc, no. 138, August 21, 1917.
4 Universul, XXXVI, no. 20, December 2, 1918.
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72 000 000 millions gold lei. Those figures hardly indicate the sacrifices, sufferings 
and trauma of the survivors, civilians and soldiers, women and men, young and 
old. Men contribution to war was recognized, honored, and rewarded; women 
contribution was not. In the absence of political rights and social emancipation, 
the only "consolation prize" for most women was the return of men. Educated 
women, such as Cecilia Cutescu-Storck, Neli Cornea, Aida Vrioni, Ella Negruzzi, 
Princess Olga Sturdza, and Izabela Sadoveanu, coming from upper and middle 
class Romanian families, raised their voices during and after the war in a constant 
effort to improve women's status in Romanian society1. Yet, most of their efforts 
were in vain. Feminism was weak and rather unpopular among women, not only 
men. As for the politicians, women emancipation was a marginal issue when com­
pared with the priorities and challenges of the new state.
My aim with this study was to clarify several aspects regarding women role dur­
ing the Great War, to underline similarities and differences between "the core" and 
"the periphery" of Europe from this narrow perspective. The Western theoretical 
and methodological approach inspired me, helped me raise several essential ques­
tions, and ultimately, to frame my reconstruction of the Past in the case of Romania.
The second part, dedicated to Romanian women, was elaborated with diffi­
culties due mainly the lack of primary sources and secondary literature. Thus, it 
only managed to sketch an incomplete "picture" of Romanian women during the 
war. The conclusion is obvious.When it comes to women, not only war was differ­
ent, but also its outcomes and consequences.
Yet, my effort to compare two different "worlds", or at least allow them to com­
ment on each other, was not in vain. Based on the genuine desire to understand and 
shed light on one aspect concerning Romania during World War I, a major topic 
that felt into oblivion before exhausting its meanings, my study attempted to mo­
ve beyond the official and traditional interpretation of history, the continuously 
reprocessed and mastered for educational, ideological, sometimes entertainment 
purposes, file of the "War of National Reunification" while focusing on a theme 
that profited till now rather from a continu ous strat egy of avoidance and a mem­
ory slalom.
1 Cecilia CUTESCU-STORCK, Fresca unei vieti, cit.
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